Tiara is a four-year old bay AQHA mare that was born and raised at Feather River College. This mare is strong and athletic with a laid back attitude. Tiara has beautiful conformation with substance. She can pull a heavy log with ease and enjoys crossing water. Tiara has rated cattle and enjoys working the flag. She has run herds of 20+ horses down the alley and been on trails around campus. You can throw and swing a rope at all gaits. This is a smart, beautiful, good-minded horse who is happy with whatever you choose to do. Feel like royalty with a Tiara of your own!

About the Rider: Kevin Alman

Kevin is a junior pursuing his bachelor degree in the Equine and Ranch Management Program. He learned to ride within the last year since coming to Feather River College. He has enjoyed learning how to train horses under saddle and on the ground. Eventually he hopes to own his own beef ranch.